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Subproject Name

Learning by Doing: Implementing the Community Engagement
Framework for Protection of Forest Resources and Enhancing
Livelihoods.

Total subproject budget (USD)

USD 799,997$

Annual subproject budget (USD)

268,456$

Date
DPICE

I DCBI

Objectives of this document: This document aims at summanzmg

the overall situation of the
subprojects (budget expenditure, budget saved, new activities proposed, budget reallocation etc.) as
well as opportunities and barriers identified during the last implementation year.
The evaluation of the implementation performance of the subproject as well as the LENS2 Project
Development Objective (PDO) progress will be based on the content of this document.
It has to be submitted to EPF focal point before July

zo", 2017.

This first part presents the general context of the subproject. [Information expected in the narrative are:
short presentation of the subproject objectives, Project start date and Project End date}
Objective 1: to introduce the concept and practice of PES to Lao PDR policy makers and their
advisers.
Objective 2: To analyze and develop evidence-based policy options for the implementation of PES
schemes appropriate to the Lao PDR context, covering the introduction of market-based instruments
in comparison to alternative payment systems.
Objective 3: To increase the capacity of agencies to design and implement PES schemes, five short
courses were conducted.
Objective 4: To promote community participation in policy making and resource management to
enable implementation ofland use programs and raise awareness of the importance of environmental
improvements.
Objective 5: To facilitate the sharing of experience in use of PES more widely in Lao PDR and across
the Mekong region.

•

Project starts 2017 to 2019

This second part presents the financial status and disbursement (including direct payment from EPF)
of the subproject.

Disbursement [complete the table belowJ
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Subproject
disbursement
Cleared advanced
(exclude direct
payment from EPF)

Annual budget per component [complete the table below without contingency]
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Component 1
Training and
Research
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Total

52,466
!26~,456$
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31,289.72

4.47%

189,045.47

3.98%

44,936.1

14.35%

7,854.53

Component 3
Sub-Project
Management

[l{W

1,466.28

Component 2
Operationalization
o!PilotCEF
Schemes

Ifjll(lII(W;

7,529.90
16,850.71

265,271.29

22.8%

This third part presents and analyzes subproject outcomes mentioned in the subproject results
framework for this year. The aims is to understand whether annual target planned are reachable.
[Information expected in the narrative are listed below]

•

Outcome indicator 1 : Area brought under enhanced biodiversity protection measured by
score of management effectiveness (annual) PCV
Recap annual target for the year: 46%
Recap baseline 39%
Result achieved: NIA
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why. : Due to our delay implementation FEB
are unable to identify the result achieved at the first 6months.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed.
FEB will implement patrol training for Villager whom participate in the project and will
start estimate to start patrolling from October.
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Indicator l.2: Area brought under enhanced biodiversity protection measured by score of
management effectiveness (annual) PKK
Recap annual target for the year: 46%
Recap baseline 39%
Result achieved N/A
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why. Due to our delay implementation FEB are
unable to identify the result achieved at the first 6months.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed.
FEB will implement the activities for patrol starting from August.

• Outcome indicator 2: Increase in a score of functional capacity ofNUOL FEB (annual)
Recap annual target for the year 18%
Recap baseline 18%
Result achieved: 20%
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why (task delayed, etc.)
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed.

• Outcome indicator 3 : Village organizations within, or adjacent to, PAs supported by the
Project that meet the terms of a conservation agreement (cumulative)
Recap annual target for the year 14%
Recap baseline Result achieved: under preparation process (Official documents)
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why (task delayed, etc.): Sub-Project have not
reach the recap target yet
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed.
Intermediate outcome indicators:
Com/l.onent1: Training on Economics and Action Research
Intermediate outcome indicator 1.1: Number of articles on topics in environmental and
natural resource economics presented at regional! international conferences by FEBM
graduate students and academic staff (of which at least 30% are women) (cumulative).
Conference papers
Recap annual target for the year : 2
Recap baseline:
Result achieved: 5
Officially presented at the international conference that was conducted by FEB and the
Khonkaen University under the topic of Natural Resources management at 4thGreat Mekhong
Sub- Region Country Intemational Conference at 14thJuly 2017 at the Faculty of Economic
and Business Management, National University of Laos, Vientiane Capital, Lao PDR
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Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why (task delayed, etc.): The Sub-Project has
achievednumbers of topics that has presented in the international conference including:
1. Estimating the Willingness to Pay of the Suburban Residents in Vientiane Capital for the
Conservation of Green Peafowl in Phoukhaokhouay National Protected Area by Applying
Choice Modeling.
2. Estimating the willingness to payoff the Urban Residents in Khammouane Province for
the Hin Nam Nor National Protected Area Conservation: Use CVM approach.
3. A study on factors influencing the local people's participation in Wildlife conservation
program: A case study from the Phou Chom Voy Protected Area, Bolikhamxay Province.
4. The conpensation to stop Agricultural field burning from tourism: Evidence from
Luangprabang, Laos
5. Socioeconomic status and natural resource dependence
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed. : Estimate to
achieved others topics by the end of2017. In addition, other topics mentioned in proposal will
starts the research shortly,

Intermediate outcome indicator 1.2: Number of articles on topics in enviromnental and
natural resource economics presented at regional/ international conferences by FEBM
graduate students and academic staff (of which at least 30% are women) (cumulative).
Published articles
Recap annual target for the year: 2
Recap baseline: 0
Result achieved: 1
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why (task delayed, etc.): FEB is on the
progress of preparation to submit the journals.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed.
Intermediate outcome indicator 1.4: Number of GoL PDR officials (national, provincial,
and district levels) and FEBM lecturers with improved capacity and competence to
deliver environmental and natural resource policy to improved well-being of the Lao PDR
people (cumulative).
Recap annual target for the year: 85
Recap baseline: 0
Result achieved: 60
FEB-NUOL will conduct the short course in August on Payment for Environment Services
(PES) Schemes. This will enhance the whole concept of our project especially the models, the
designing and implementing concepts in both case studies (Phouchomvoy and
Phoukhaokhuay). The course will illustrated the mechanism of the
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why (task delayed, etc.) : The Sub-Project
estimated to meet the target.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed.

Component 2: Operationalization of two pilot CEF Schemes
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Intermediate outcome indicator 2 : Direct project beneficiary recipient of livelihood or
conservation grants (of which women or women organizations) (cumulative)
PhouChomVoy Protection Area:
Recap annual target for the year: 7
Recap baseline: 0
Result achieved: On going due to the delays of implementation, still at the documentation
stage. As before FEB starts to implement the project, it will have to sign a contracts first
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why (task delayed, etc.): Due to the delay
of recruitment of Pf'V patrol manager.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed.
PhouKhaoKhuay Protection Area:
Recap annual target for the year: 6.8
Recap baseline: 0
Result achieved: same as above.
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why (task delayed, etc.)
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed.

Component 3: Sub-Project Management
Intermediate outcome indicator 3: Sub-Project administration based on the percentage of
annual work plan activities successfully completed.
Recap annual target for the year 75%
Recap baseline 0
Result achieved:
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why (task delayed, etc.)
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed.

This last part presents subproject activity implementation mentioned in the subproject Annual Work
Plan (AWP) for this year, for each component.
Activities implementation [please complete the table belowJ
Year

Activities planned

,

Activities
completed

,

Activities still in
progress

Activities cancelled

2016

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2017

[84] I [%]

[46] I [%]

[18] I [%]

[2] I [%]

2018

[Nbr] I [%]

[Nbr] I [%]

[Nbr] I [%]

[Nbr] I [%]
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ANALYSIS OF THE SUBPROJECT

IMPLEMENTATION;

of each component. [This includes main outputs
achieved, barriers and opportunities identified during the last implementation and new activities
proposed]
This pmi analyzes the level of implementation

1. Training and Research:

Component

1. Engaging FEBM Academics and Students into Research Activities
FEB-NUOL main purpose is to enhance more capacity and identify key issues relating with
current situation. Therefore, FEB-NUOL supported students in research activities include 6
topics a). Cost !benefit analysis of PES schemes related to hydropower project b). Estimation
of demand-willingness to pay for protects wildlife and forest resources in National protection
area. C). Estimation of economic values of National protection area, d). Cost! Benefit analysis
of mining project, e). Cost!benefit analysis of PES schemes related to EPF subprojects and f).
cos!benefit analysis on plantation development such as rubber, banana, sugarcane, and! or
other priority plans.
Thus far, there are two research topics that has been implemented 1). Estimation of demandwillingness to pay for protects wildlife and forest resources in National protection area (at Hin
Nam Nor Heritage area) which is successfully completed by our Master's candidate.
In addition the other topic are still in progress that focuses on the Estimation of economic
values of National protection area. However, for the upcoming year more students are prepare
to implement the research topics including the banana plantation in Bokeo province, etc,
2,

Training of GoL staff at the provincial and district levels in Environmental and natural
Resource Economics.
This component not yet implement, therefore, FEB-NUOL received an approval from
WB for TOR. However, FEB-NUOL has advertisement for recruitment. Yet none
trainer's applied,

Component

2. Operationalization of two pilot CEF schemes

1. Phouchomvoy Protection area:
FEB-NUOL has recently recruited a patrol manager that will be based in Phouchomvoy's
Protection area. The patrol manager will be responsible for the planning, training,
implementation, supervision, coordination and monitoring the effectiveness implementation of a
PES scheme in this area,
Continued from the 1st phase, the project has slowly progress due to our delays of the procurement
procedure especially for the consultant service. For Phouchomvoy protection area, FEB-NUOL
has conducted the final consultation with the patrol team in each village including Ban Xumtei,
Ban Nachalai, Ban Nahat, Ban Naheung, Ban Hangna, Ban Thongpe, Ban Nape and Ban
Numphan. The total team that joined FEB-NUOL project are 17 teams each team has 5 members.
Based on the I" phase FEB-NUOL ensures that all Villagers including the target areas will
received beneficiary of small grant according to the previous research model that calculated and
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agreed to provided the village development fund base on each community action plans that was
implemented by the participatory of the community engagement process among each villagers.
From this process it will create the self-ownership with in their own villages and will lead to more
sustainable management especially for funded budget that highly required transparency process.
However, due to the 1'1 phase has implemented and dropped for a small period of time has some
affected on the villager's interested to joined in patrols. For this reason, some of the teams will
have to be reformed once more and yet still based on the 1st selection process of bidding on patrol
times.

2. Phoukhaokhuay National Protection area:
FEB-NUOL newly recruited the Patrol Manager for Phoukhaokuay protection area. As mentioned
above both patrol managers are responsible for the same tasks, especially for planning and
monitoring to reported to sub-project coordinator.
Previously FEB-NUOL has provided field visit to conduct the final consultation based on the 1st
phase of bidding process. This is to announce the final selection for patrol rangers whom
interested to join our project. Thereby, the process was made with the same process as 1ll
Phouchomvoy which all based on participatory process and bidding in each village.
Due to Phoukhaokuay area are adjacent to Vientiane Capital most of the villagers are economic
growth. For this reason some of the members whom won the bidding process has dropped out and
the teams has to reform them once again. Therefore, the total teams that joined the patrol project
are 20 teams including Ban HuaNa, Ban HuaKhua, Ban Nahkhanthoung, Ban Nangommai, Ban
Nangomgao and Ban Nakhaiy.
Thus, for the Village development fund FEB-NUOL used the same process as in Phouchomvoy
protection area.

Component 3. Sub-Project Management

•

Output 3.1 Sub-project specific staff recruited and Output 3.1 Subproject coordinator, Natural
Conservation Specialist and livehood at PKK and PCV recruited.

Overall, the FEB-NUOL has recruited all requested positions to manage the project including
Sub-Project Coordinator, Accountant, Patrol manager for Phouchomvoy area and Patrol Manager for
Phoukhaokuay area.

•

Output 3.1 Facilitator and facilties procured, procurement plan implemented .

This position not yet implements.
•

Output 3.2 Equipment and facilities procured, procurement plan implemented.

FEB-NUOL is regularly prepare monthly financial reports and submitted to EPF. Therefore,
organize equipment tracking, stock monitoring and maintenance system are still required the
assistance from EPF as to Monitor the procurement process and procedures.

Barriers related to the subproject implementation identified
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[Please specify barriers identified which impede project implementation. Problems/Complaints faced
and action taken or needs to be taken to solve themJ
Choose all that apply and explain.
oDelay in procurement (with EPF?)
oDe lay in financial transaction (with EPF?)
oDue to reasons of Government regulations and other issues related to authorizing
environment for canying out the activity
oChange in SDA personnel/staff
oOther
Explanation:

•

Changes in SDA personnel! staff: The focal team for FEB-NUOL has changed.
According to FEB-NUOL I" Phase the focal persons has changed due to achieved a
scholarships for PhD. Therefore, the new members found it difficult to follow as the
information from the previous phase has not fully distributed.

•

Procurement process: Due to FEB-NUOL is newly to WB and EPF's process which
sometimes needs a close assistants to provide guidelines especially each steps during each
procedures.

•

Delay in finance transaction

•

Due to reasons of Government regulations and other issues related to authorizing enviromnent
for carrying out the activity: Due to our project will implement in 2 main protected areas,
official documents are highly required therefore, the fmal version of each documents required
close attention.

Presentation of new activity proposed
New activity proposed: Training for Pah'ol teams in Phoukhaokuay areas and
Phouchomvoy area.
Please specify why this new activity is proposed? What is the budget amount allocated?

m

FEB-NUOL's project is the pilot project and the I" project to implement that involved the
community it requires the specific training especially on Law enforcements. The main
purpose of this training is to prepare the patrol rangers to be prepared before starts patrolling.
The training will provide techniques, data collection concern about wildlife, etc.
The budget will allocate from the Payment to suppliers of environmental services
PhouKhaokuay line. However, FEB- NUOL will request for budget revision due to many
difficulties that occurs based on the lack of understanding on planning budget before
submission the proposal.
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New activity proposed: Training Environmental Natural Resource for GoL and Lecturer
Please specify why this new activity is proposed? What is the budget amount allocated?
To follow our main objectives from the project in component 1, FEB will conduct training for
GoL and lecturer on Environmental Natural Resource economics as 1 short course and 1 short
course training in research methods for Lecturer in order to improve the baseline of current
teaching effectiveness of FEBM lecturers. Therefore, these training are to increase the
capacity of the GoL officials and lecturers will enhance policymaking. The training course
will also improve the quality of the tertiary education at the FEBM and will thus accelerate
and enhance the development of tertiary students in natural resource and environmental
econonucs.
The budget line will be allocated from component 1 (Training and Research).

Opportunities identified to improve subproject implementation
[Please specify good practices / opportunities identified which could improveproject implementation.}
NIA

Approved by:
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Prepared by:

Signature:

Signature:
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